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Tell us a little about yourself and why you've decided to run for a school board position: 
 
I have lived in Coppell with my wife Kelly and raised my daughter Marin here for the past 20+ years. In 
that time I've served many roles in Coppell.  I made a commitment to serve on the CISD school board 9 
years ago and I want to continue in that pledge for the next three years. This choice to serve again was 
really influenced by the fact that we just passed a $250 million bond. We know it was a controversial 
vote, but there was a lot of faith from a lot of folks within the city and within the school district that 
want to see that money well spent. With that in mind, I thought, this is something I need to see through. 
I have a commitment to the growth we’re experiencing. I won’t say that we won’t see a lot more 
growth, but it’s going to be harder and harder to continue the type of growth that we’ve experienced. I 
owe it to the taxpayer who has  invested a lot in me to insure our fiscal future and that of our students.  
Having the most experience on the Board along with Board President Anthony Hill I want to contribute 
to the continuity necessary to maintain a top tier school district like CISD.   This community’s really 
blessed with very good and caring support.  It would be my honor to serve again. 
 
What unique qualities would you bring to the school board? 
 
I have a lot of experience.  Having being involved with the process of building the first elementary school 
in Coppell in more than a decade and balancing a budget during one of the worse down turns in the U.S. 
economy.  All the time while the state legislatures took away millions of dollars, I know I can help with 
future planning to keep a high level that we expect In CISD with the money we are given. 
 
How have you been involved with Coppell ISD prior to running for school board?  
 
I was involved on many levels.  That included many projects and participation at Town Center 
Elementary, serving on DEIC for the district and raising thousands of dollars for scholarships.  I've also 
participated on the Coppell Chamber of Commerce's Education Committee for the past 20 years. 
 
What do you see as the biggest challenges for the district in the next five years? 
 
We continue to grow and continue to need to exceed state standards as we are already doing. However, 
to maintain a higher bar, we still need to be sure the curriculum we present is current, relevant and 
provides opportunity and diversity for all types of learners. Experiencing growth while maintaining high 
standards is always a challenge, however, we have staff and administration that I see nearly on a daily 
basis who will rise to that challenge.   
 
How important is serving the needs of gifted kids?  
 
These needs are extremely important.  We know that the percentage of identified gifted and talented 
kids is in excess of 30% of the student population.  That, in itself, says parents with kids in the gifted 
group come to CISD with high expectations.  We will continue to encourage personal development with 



our staff to incorporate  state of the art techniques to help these kids better explore their talents and 
abilities. 
 
How does Coppell ISD currently serve gifted kids and how does that compare to other districts? 
 
From the CISD website we tell you: Gifted and talented services are designed to provide an academically 
challenging education for learners who perform or show the potential to perform at a remarkably high 
level of accomplishment when compared to other learners of the same age, experience, or 
environment.  The CISD website does a great job of explaining how we serve our kids.  You can read 
more at http://www.coppellisd.com/giftedandtalented   
 
From my personal take and having the wonderful experience of serving with Tracy Fisher on the school 
board and often attending CGA meetings of CISD and knowing many of the leaders for CGA I can assure 
our parents that our district involvement transcends most all other school districts, ANYWHERE. That 
said, there are always things that can be done to better ourselves, however, I feel we strive to be the 
best.  This is reflected in the recognition our peers on a state and national level have shown CISD. 


